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Hawk Clean and Coat is a division of

Dual-Pump High Pressure
Washers
We were asked to supply a batch
of high pressure cleaners, each
with two pumps, header tanks
and hose reels for 120m of hose.
It took a bit of juggling to make it
all fit, but the end result was quite
impressive.

Hawk’s new degreasing
solvent.

Fire Fighting Unit
Being winter, the need for fire-fighting units is
greater than during the rest of the year. This unit
(shown here without the 500 litre tank) is driven by
either petrol or diesel engines. Foaming nozzles
can be incorporated.

A new non-toxic, citrus based,
solvent has been introduced by
Hawk. When it dries there is no
residual film on the surface. It
degreases rapidly and effectively
and can be used for a wide range
of cleaning applications.
It is available in 400ml cans, so
don’t forget to ask our salesmen
about this great new product.

Dog with a death wish !

Visit us at the Zululand
Industrial & Business
Show
That will be held on the 4th and
5th of August 2005 at the
Richards Bay Show Grounds
where we will be displaying a
range of our products including
high pressure cleaners and
airless spray painting
equipment.
If you require complimentary
tickets, please contact Pamela
on 031-2054313.

“ In business, you don’t get what you deserve, you get what you negotiate “

Versatile, durable and affordable
high pressure cleaning solutions
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Electrically Heated Hot
Water High Pressure
Cleaner
This Hawk electric hot water unit
makes use of electric elements to
heat the water up to 80°C. Water
passes through the Hawk high
pressure pump and gets heated at
high pressure. The system is ideal
for applications where very hot
water is required, but traditional
diesel fired burners are not
possible, like in the food processing
industry. The machine pictured
delivers 15 l/min at 200 bar at 85°C.

Features
! Header tank with float valve
and low level cut out.

! Inlet filter.
! On/off control for hot or cold
water operation.

! Piston pump with ceramic
plungers and brass head.

! Unloader valve for pressure
regulation.

! Stainless steel chassis and
!

covers with floor mounting
holes.
10m High pressure hose, gun
and lance

Model
5H-HOTBOX-E2

Max Volume

Max Pressure

Max Temperature

13l/min

200 bar

85°C

Amps per Phase
65A

Affordable Power

Unique Guarantee

The Hawk high pressure cleaner range is capable of delivering pressures up
to 300 bar and volumes up to 40 litres per minute. This makes them
extremely versatile in there application. By simply adding accessories you
can convert your machine into a roof cleaner, sandblaster, drain cleaner or
tank cleaner. At the heart of the system is the Hawk piston pump. Hawk high
pressure pumps have proved themselves around the world. They are
reliable, easy to use, easy to repair, and inexpensive. The plungers are
ceramic and seals are self-lubricating.

Precision engineering and the use of
high quality materials have enabled
Hawk in South Africa to give a
comprehensive Guarantee to cover their
products. A full one year's warranty
covers the workmanship and materials
against defects, while they are also
covered by a unique spares guarantee.
Should the required Hawk pump or accessory spare part not be available
within 24 hours because of a out-of-stock situation, they will be airfreighted
from the factory, and fitted, free of charge.
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